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NAAMANKA - New classics in the collection
NAAMANKA is a young Finnish brand presenting collection of furniture for public and private
spaces. The whole collection is designed by Interior Architect, MA, Samuli Naamanka ̶ the result
of the furniture collection is long lasting high quality products with a strong identity. All the Clash
products in the collection are produced in Finland.

INNOVATION
Naamanka is launching a new surface treatment method nitration on its collection at this fair. For
environmental reasons it is now possible to have bases on the Clash 200 series also nitrated to black. In
addition for the durability the process does not cause any kind of waste as well emissions into the air. For
many years, black nitration has replaced in other industries both
chromium and galvanizing.
NEW PRODUCTS
The Clash 300 range of chairs now includes a new product: a lounge
chair. In this product line a small universal chair and different heights of
stools were launched 5 months ago at the Habitare fair in Helsinki. The
whole chair collection received an excellent reception at Habitare. Now
the Clash 300 range will be better suited than for both homes as well to
the public spaces.
TOGETHER.
Rugs Kristiina Lassus & NAAMANKA presenting novelties on the same
booth B02:03 at the Stockholm Furniture Fair - Together. Welcome!

SAMULI NAAMANKA, Interior Architect, MA
Interior architect Samuli Naamanka (born 1969) is known as a versatile and prize winning designer. As well as
product design and interior design, Naamanka specialises in environmental design. His work includes
furniture design, exhibition designs, environmental works and public works of art.
Naamankas works are referring to the history, nature, architecture and symbolism.
www.samulinaamanka.com
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